
How to use the Questionnaire 

The questionnaire has proven to be one of the most valuable tools we use in personal ministry. It 
provides a wealth of information that can be used in counseling, inner healing and deliverance.  
The questionnaire if completely, and honestly filled out will give the minister a road map to follow that 
will expose the root causes and entry points of the demonic attacks the person is seeking your help for.          
             Following is a brief summary of what areas are exposed by each grouping of questions. 

Questions 1-7 These questions let you know the person’s spiritual background, including their salvation 
experience. You need to know if they are Born Again. Do they have a personal relationship with Jesus, 
and do they know they are saved? Were they involved in any cults, or false religions? Are they baptized 
in the holy spirit with evidence of speaking in tongues? I feel a person must be baptized in the Holy 
Spirit to avoid being found swept clean, put in order and empty, Matt 12:43ff 

Questions 8–12 Clue you in family, ethnic and cultural matters that could have a spiritual effect on the 
person, such as generational curses. They also reveal any unholy places they may have visited. Many 
people who go to Asia visit heathen temples and honor the heathen deities by removing their shoes to 
enter, or they may have actually offered a sacrifice of some kind and thus brought a curse upon 
themselves. They will need to repent, renounce the god or goddess, and break the curse on them. 

Questions 13-37 Reveal rejection issues as well as, possible abuse and neglect issues. You will gain 
valuable information on their relationship with their father. A person’s relationship or lack of a 
relationship with their earthly father, is the model for their relationship with their Heavenly Father. 
If their father was distant and seemingly uncaring, they will see God the same way. If they were raised 
in a home full of drug and alcohol abuse, there will be a strong possibility of spirits of addiction or 
bondage in their life. This area will also reveal emotional, physical, and sexual abuses in the home. 
Note; children brought up in homes dominated by drugs and alcohol, are often times physically and 
sexually abused. Nine out of ten women we have ministered to, have been sexually abused, usually by a 
close family member. Many we have counseled had never told anyone, yet many wrote it down when 
completing the questionnaire. (Once this is brought out into the light, Satan loses his power in their life!) 

Questions 38-41 Are looking for generational or family involvement in cults, false religions, and secret 
societies. It also uncovers generational spirits of infirmity. 

Questions 42-51 Looks for areas of mental weakness and illness. Both of which are certainly demonic, 
however the society we live in tends to consider them as medical issues. This can put you in a liability 
problem and or a malpractice issue. Not to mention they may be on some kind of mind altering drug that 
may hinder their ability to receive ministry from you. 

Questions 52-63 Exposes their personal involvement in witchcraft and the occult. I believe this is a 
major open door to the demonic, second only to sexual sin. Also the toughest to deal with. 

Questions 64-66 Reveals the spirit of antichrist, which comes in through Rock music as well as Rap 
music. Also martial arts are part of near eastern religions, which are nothing more than demon worship. 



Question 68 Deals with Tattoos. Scripture clearly forbids tattoos, yet we see more people than ever 
before, especially young people being tattooed. Satan knows his time is short and he’s trying to mark as 
many people as he can. People need to repent for defiling the temple of the Holy Ghost, and for 
violating scripture. They then need to renounce any demon the tattoo represents, and break any curse 
that came in as a result. If possible they should consider having the tattoo removed.  
Note; There are no such thing as Christian Tattoos, all tattoos are demonic! 

Questions 69-86 Are listings of the fruits and or manifestation of the various spirits or strongholds. As 
you look down through these questions you can easily see which areas you will need to focus in on. (P) 
means past involvement and (C) current involvement. If there is current involvement you can rest 
assured there is either a sin issue or a demonic presence to deal with, or both. Also note; some folks will 
put (P) but they are actually still struggling in that area, but are dealing with embarrassment. If an area 
has a large number of (P’s) I would focus in on that area as well. Following is a Key to use with the 
various categories. 
#69- Bondage and Witchcraft                                         #70- Are all signs of Bondage 
#71- Lists the fruit of Antichrist                                     #72- Are also signs of Bondage  
#73- A Deaf and Dumb spirit                                         #74- Identifies a spirit of Death 
#75- Witchcraft, Divination and the Occult                   #76- A spirit of Error 
#77- Lists Familiar spirits                                               #78- Exposes the spirit of Fear 
#79- Pride, and Haughtiness                                           #80- Heaviness and Rejection 
#81- Infirmity, sickness and disease                               #82- Jealousy and Anger 
#83- Deals with a Lying spirit                                        #84- Deals with a Perverse spirit 
#85- Seducing and Deceiving spirits                              #86- Stronghold of Whoredoms 

Question 87 Is a good place to start with anyone you start counseling. Why are you here? 
More often than not their response will be a fruit of an underlying issue. 

Questions 88-95 Are all lists of lies people believe about themselves. Following is a list of the area you 
will most likely have to minister in, based on the number of lies they believe. 
#88- Rejection                     #89- Sexual Abuse     #90- Fear and Abuse           #91- Fear and Abuse                     
#92- Sexual Abuse              #93- Rejection            #94- Death                           #95- Error 

Question 96 Shows any areas of un-forgiveness. These issues must be resolved prior to deliverance. 

Question 97 Asks them about their experience in Cleansing Stream Seminar and the Retreat. We 
recommend everyone who comes to us for counseling, inner healing or deliverance first complete 
Cleansing Stream Seminar and the Retreat. Deliverance is about 75% renewing the mind, 20% inner 
healing and about 5% dealing with demons and the demonic. By going through Cleansing Stream 
90-95% of them will receive their healing and or deliverance. Then you will minister only to the severe 
and or chronic cases. Which will consume most of your ministry time. 
You will find, you will always have a waiting list, once you start a counseling and deliverance ministry. 
  



Question 98 This is an extremely important question. If they have had repeated deliverance sessions 
with other ministries, and they are still not walking in freedom there is usually a reason. They may be 
looking for a quick fix, or they may be in sin, thus keeping the door open for the devil. They may have a 
problem with un-forgiveness or bitterness. They may have mental illness, or have multiple personality 
disorder. Or they may be a plant by the enemy to distract you. I really look at these type folks carefully 
and prayerfully. 

Question 99 Will let you know how serious they are about God, and give you a good idea of where they 
are spiritually. 

Question 100 Is Pot Luck! 


